Designer of cosmetic actives

SCUTALINE
The soothing cosmetic active
ingredient for overworked skin

SCUTALINE is the natural cosmetic
active for overwhelmed skin.
Extract from the roots of the skullcap
(TCM), this active ingredient with
soothing and regenerating properties
allows the skin to fight inflamm’aging.
The double preventive and curative
effect of SCUTALINE makes it possible
to delay or erase the excesses of life.
Skin aging is accompanied by this
global well aging active ingredient.

INCI : SCUTELLARIA BAICALENSIS
ROOT EXTRACT
Use level: 1 to 2%
pH≈ 4.0-5.5
Density at 20°C≈ 1.06
Miscibility: water, alcohol, glycol
Appearance: clear to slightly
opalescent liquid, yellow-green to
red-orange
Excellent tolerance
Pending:

For who?
Active population with
overwhelmed skin
For what?
Prepare the skin for long-term
well aging by preventing from
inflamm’aging (Secret Killer)
How?
Action against the appearance and
spread of SENESCENCE.
Prevents the spread of
« ZOMBIE CELLS »

NATURALLY enriched in bioactive
ingredients by an innovative
patented process:
-Wogonin
-Baicalein

SCUTALINE
Prevention of senescence on young skin

SKIN COMFORT
Short-term benefits:
Hydration +43%
General aspect +21%

Prevention of cell transformation
into senescent cell
SA-ß-galactosidase – -44%

2%

Clinical study

SCUTALINE limits chronic inflammation and its effects, delays generation of senescence cells, protects against degradation of
the extracellular matrix and helps maintain an optimal cell metabolism to age well.

Limitation of inflamm’aging on mature skin

Reduction of contamination of
neighboring cells by SASP
Exosomes – -40%

SKIN COMFORT
Short-term benefits :
Hydration +43%
General aspect +21%

2%
Clinical study

PREPARE SKIN FOR WELL AGING
Long term benefits:
Softness +38%
complexion +15%

SCUTALINE limits the chronic degradation of the extracellular matrix, which by contamination of neighboring cells, can spread,
and the multiplication of senescent cells to prevent premature aging of the skin.

To find out more and find out about our full evaluations, ask
our sales department for the product file!

SCUTALINE, the anti-inflamm’aging
solution

